invest in the Goldstein by purchasing a schlappi mannequin
The Goldstein Museum of Design has a nationally-respected apparel collection and is seeking your help to present that collection on Italian-made Schlappi mannequins. Used by many museums with apparel collections - including the Fashion Institute of Technology, the Chicago History Museum, the Phoenix Art Museum, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art - these fiberglass mannequins are known for their classic elegant lines, matte finish, and neutral features providing a sophisticated background for apparel.

Consider investing in history by funding a mannequin. Your generosity will be remembered in an engraved plaque on the mannequin's base with your name or the name of someone you wish to commemorate.

For more information on contributing a Schlappi mannequin, please call 612.625.2737.

This Schlappi mannequin: $1,200 plus shipping. Your lasting legacy: priceless!